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Abstract

Space is a constraint that is beginning to hit people these days, With an ever rising population, the demand for space is only
bound to increase with time, To overcome this situation, smaller profiles of furniture are rnade to convers space, Another way in
is to produce a multifunction furniture, Multifunction furniture has been a trend in houses especially people who has live in small
spaces, This paper discusses more on the multifunction rack that can be used as a rack and table at econornical price, The
arrangement of the product can be specified as customer satisfaction and taste, Moreover, Kelempayan (plantation species)
had been used in this study as raw materials that suit limited spaces at economic price, A set of questionnaire were evaluated
regarding the suitability of material used, handling, ergonomics, spaces, function, commercial value and price, 100 respondents
among the lecturers, pUblic person and also students were distributed with the questionnaire, From the questionnaire, it was
found that the product was acceptable to all the respondents and the concept of multifunction product that suitable for limited
space suitable to be commercialized,
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Introduction

Furniture is made to create human life easier and more
comfortable. Furniture industry in Malaysia nowadays has
changed into a technologically advanced compared to the
traditional technique, With these technologies, it has
improved the production manufacturing competence in
term of design, market expansion and advancement for
further prospective of exporting in global market share,

The design of furniture at limes is influenced by on where
and how the fumiture will be functional. Basically, outdoor
furniture design is simpler and easy to carry if compared
to indoor fumiture, The designs are usually more practical
because outdoor furniture is always dealing with weather.
temperature and the surrounding environment.

There are two elements that are important in furniture
design which is practically and visual appearance, The
overall combination of practicality is the practical
elements necessary to create the product. A
manufactured product certainly has a specific function
and is made using a combination of suitable materials
and installation for a better assembly. While visual
appearances are related to the aesthetic value and the
joined product order form, shape, colour and decoration is
to make abalanced combination of the products.

These two aspects are different from each other, Aspect
in practically is more to the suitability of materials,
suitability of construction, ergonomic and anthropometric
and standard specification, While visual appearance

related in form, shape, proportion, design balance and
decoration,

The uses of wood as a primary material in the fumiture
making cannot be denied despite the material such as
steel, aluminium, glass and plastic has been used
nowadays, There are few benefits of using wooden
furniture that cannot be denied, First and foremost are the
strength and the durability of the wood, This will give a
sturdy fumiture while requires less number of repairs.
Secondly is ease of maintenances, once it has been
applied with a finishes the maintenance are not required,
Next is wooden furniture are flexible, the look can be
reformed over lime to give a better touch of sense,
Wooden furniture also can be refinishing all over again by
sanding, staining or painting it again.

Ergonomics can be defined simply as the study of work,
More precisely, ergonomics is the science of designing
the job to fit the worker, rather than physically driving the
worker's physique to suit the job. Moreover, Ergonomics
relates information on human behaviour, aptitudes and
restrictions and other characteristics to the design of
tools, machines, tasks, jobs and environments for
productive, safe, comfortable and effective human use
(McCormick and Saunders, 1993),

1.2 Problem statement

Space is a limitation that is begins to hit people these
days, With an ever growing population, the demand for
space is only bound 10 increase with time, To counter this
circumstance, smaller profiles of furniture are made to
counter space, Another approach in is to produce a
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